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The Beast Part 1
In the very beginning of creation in the Book of Genesis says that "the spirit of God hovered over
the face of the deep". The face of the deep being murky and dark as a contrast to the transparency
of the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit hovers to see something face to face, but the deep and the dark
portrayed something in the disturbing way.

We see this topic more fully developed in the Book of The Revelation, where a Beast rises up out
of the sea. The Beast explained in short, is the contrast of God. The deep and the dark saw
something from above and made a dim, ugly, reflection of it. In its jealousy it sought to impersonate
what it could not comprehend. That which is holy just pure and good, appears ugly scary freaky
and strange in the reflection. This is the best portrayal the troubled waters could muster up. The
dirty water could not engineer something so holy and pure. What the muddy waters produced,
became the competition. Not that it could be competitive, except in the fallen, unrepented,
darkened mind, the place of deception, the only place it thrives.

And how is it the beast gets its power to exist? Through fear. Our first father did that when he
trusted someone other than God. In this way he gave his crown, his dominion, and decision making
processes to another. He forfeited his and the gift of God. Bowing in fear he empowered the author
of that fear to control him. The power that was resident in Adam to become I was inverted and he
became a slave. He was given to another by fearing that other.

But in the beginning there was really nothing in the darkness to be afraid of but fear itself. The
unknown, the concept that God might be wrong was entertained and Adam began to unravel. But
the murky Darkness itself had nothing to begin with but a vast emptiness
.

When Adam turned from God, he did not get the next best thing but he got the exact opposite. Man
was made to choose between contrasts like light and dark good and bad, pure and murky. And so
this for us is a contrast for us to excersize our choosing. By excersizing our choosing we become
godly. (Genesis 3) By neglecting this, men continue to spiral to a place that has no bottom. They
have fallen.
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The term Beast is clearly understood as being the antithesis of God. Instead of design, it is chaos.
And it is this Beast that rises out of the deep and presents something to humanity in competition
with God, however it is the contrast. You see that it has a mouth of a lamb, but it's works are of a
lion. It is the inhabitants of the Earth being fearful of this Beast who through ignorance of who they
are inside, empower the deep and dark to take on its form.

Fear is the motivating factor of those who are worldly, because that's what their first father Adam
did and it's passed on to them. But he who fears has not been made perfect in love because fear
involves torment.

The book of Isaiah in chapter 8 talks of this very thing. It talks of an aggressor that would fill the
land of Emmanuel. This enemy would cause great great destruction in great fear to fill everything
that was good and godly. This is the murky reflection. But Isaiah was instructed, and this was given
for us the elect to understand. The Lord told Isaiah of these people, quote do not walk in the way of
this people say in conspiracy conspiracy. Do not be afraid with their fears and do not be dismayed
at what they see for they will look at the Earth and Seed great Darkness and be afraid. And this is
what the End Time Gospel presents.

And Gods exhortation? Let me be your dread let me be your fear. Do not fear those things". And
we should not fear those things primarily because it's the very fear that gives it life. And that is why
this Beast exists.

It is man that was made to be good and holy and godly, that has become frittered and fearful.
They see the in the boogeyman behind every shadow.

In the Book of Revelation that talk also talks about "those who say they are Jews but are not. They
are of the synagogue of Satan". And why is that? I mean how could the Jews God's people have
someone parallel them that's of the synagogue of Satan? Well it's really quite simple when you
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understand that all the law and the prophets were fulfilled by Christ. That none of the prophets of
the Old Testament have anything forward speaking to us today (Hebrees 1 ). But these taken
scriptures out of the context, and from being fulfilled, take them off tge shelf of their expiration,
breathing new life into them, and repackaging it for inducing carnal fear. They present a distortion,
the "dillusion if possible to deceive the elect". Much like the golden image in the days of Daniel.
They must fear the image or be thrown into the fire. And so they bow.

This is how the bottomless pit gets opened. The enemies Christ defeated are empowered once
again in the same way Adam gave it power. Fear.

You see the true Jews know that their land is with the Messiah, not the other way around. They
don't look for, and work for the land in the hopes of a messiah, for that perception is wrong. "They
look to the city whose builder and maker is God. (Hebrews 11) Whose composition and design
comes down from above.

The Orthodox Jew knows this. But it is the Zionist Jew who rule by fear and secrecy, who have
stolen the things of God and called them their own. And they have stolen things from God and
reassembled them in a way that fits them.

Very much like some tribesman on a desolate Isle, who put together branches and wrap it with
leaves in the figure of an airplane. Then taking this figure and presenting it as a God to the rest of
the tribe to drive them by fear because they think seeing these things fly in the air, then trick people
into serving them because these people think that's what they saw in the air. But that is a beast,
and murky distortion of a true airplane. That is what today's Jerusalem is.

But these scientists who have stolen the term Zion as well as many other things they've stolen the
term Jew and Israel and even reinhabit the land of old. But more aptly put, this group of Zionist are
more accurately seen like the shadowy figure behind the curtain in The Wizard of Oz who is
nothing but a little man. Hum when the curtain was pulled back the fearful could do nothing but
laugh. The Zionist are tge 2%.
Stop to develope
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And this is what we see in Isaiah 14. You who shook the nation's? You who took their spoils? You
have become like us? Amir man?

Do not be disturbed by the images they represent. Do not be afraid with the fear that these people
fear. Let God Be Your dread let God be your fear. Those who Rise Up from the murky deep, are
nothing. They came from nothing and go back to nothing. The eternal quagmire.

You see the King of Kings and the Lord of lords has never relinquished his power. He who set the
course is for the Stars, and set the boundaries for the waves, has set limits to what this thing can
do. These lies from the murky deep, can only persuade the murky deep dark and heart driven by
fear. Amen but we know him who said I will never leave you nor forsake you. And lo I am with you
to the ends of the ages. And what shall separate us from the love of God in Christ Jesus? Neither
height nor depth nor powers nor principalities nor things present nor things to come shall separate
us from the love of God that is in Christ we are more than conquerors through all these things.

If you expect to see a fish or a boat you would look in the water. For a bird or an airplane you would
look in the sky. For a dignitary coming to town you may look for a man in a parade. But for Christ
you are looking for a man in the sky?

So you decide. His kingdom at hand? Or the second coming Kingdom. God's reality, or the strong
delusion. The truth or the lie.
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